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Introduction: What is a nudge?

“There’s no such thing as ‘neutral’ design.
Small and apparently insignificant details can
have major impacts on people’s behavior.” —
Richard H. Thaler

• Nudges are behavioral (economic)
alternatives to standard (governmental)
interventions affecting (individual or firm)
behavior.

• Nuges are based on behavioral biases (of
individuals). E.g., present bias, loss
aversion, reference dependence.



Introduction: What is a nudge?

• Nudges include:

- Changes in the choice architecture (e.g.,
defaults),

- Making “suboptimal” choices less
attractive/harder to make (e.g., putting
unhealthy food out of immediate sight).

- Making “better” choices more attractive.

- Providing information about your behavior
and the behavior of others (i.e., social
information).



Introduction: Why nudge SMEs?

• Policymakers usually use nudges to steer individual
behavior.

• SMEs make up 99% of companies.

• SMEs often do not have the awareness, knowledge, and
capabilities to improve their environmental impact.

• Direct (monetary) impact of corporate (social) responsibility of
SMEs less obvious.

• (Small) behavioral changes in SMEs may have substantial
impact in the aggregate.

Ø High potential not yet realized.



Project goals and research questions

Research questions:

Can we use nudging to motivate more environmentally-
friendly behavior by SMEs?

What is the role of transaction cost in pro-
environmental behavior of SMEs?

Can we expect negative (or positive) spillovers from „green“
firm behavior (e.g., on the individual level)? If so, can we
prevent (or foster) them?

Who do we need to taget within firms for behavioral changes
to be most efficient?



Nudges to motivate firm behaviour 

Study 1: Setup and design:
• Field experiment with project partners Institute Werz, City of Luzern (in

collaboration with ecozug) and City of Zürich (in collaboration with
myclimate).

• Using existing policy tool of free environmental consulting.

• Firms (851) called to be invited to participate in free environmental
consulting (between June 2018 - mid October 2019).

• What we do:
• Manipulate the telephone script by introducing different appeals at

the beginning of the call:
• Moral frame (focussing on environmental aspect from reducing

resource use) vs. financial frame (focussing on financial gain
from reducing resource use).

• Positive (focussing on gains) vs. negative frame (focussing on
losses).



Nudges to motivate firm behavior

Study 1: Results:
Effects of moral and financial appeal treatments

• Different nudges in phone calls to increase consulting uptake equally 
effective.

• High propensity to partake in consulting. 
• Loss/negative frames not more effective (as was anticipated).



Nudges to motivate firm behavior

Study 2: Setup and design:

• Online field experiment with self-employed (joint with Julien
Senn (UZH) and Christian Zehnder (Unil)).

• Providing different reference points (high performer, medium
performer, low performer) in real effort tasks.

• Participants get reference points randomly allocated or
participants can endogenously pick to whom they want to
compare themselves.

• Observe performance.



Nudges to motivate firm behavior

Study 2: Results:
Who do participants pick? Performance

• Most participants pick High RP, but more than 55% pick suboptimal.
• Higher performance increase if they pick high RP. 



Nudges to motivate firm behavior

Study 2: Results:
Who should participants pick?

• If randomly allocated, high RP yields highest performance increase.
• Not just endogenous preference that drives result. Robust also for 

low performers.
• Large potential for nudging.
• Showing “role models” has biggest effect. 



Transaction cost and decision making in SMEs

Setup and design:
• Field experiment with our project partners Institute Werz, City
of Luzern (in collaboration with ecozug) and City of Zürich (in
collaboration with myclimate).

• Using existing policy tool of free environmental consulting.

• Firms receive free environmental consulting.
• What we do:

• At the end of consulting:
• Nudge firms and provide firms with free gadgets which help

reduce resource use (suggested by the consultant).
• Manipulate effort required to order the gadgets.

• Order with the consultant.
• Order online.



Results:
Propensity to order and actual order rates

Transaction cost and decision making in SMEs

• No difference in intention to order.
• Transaction costs hinder firms who are willing to reduce resources to take up gadgets 

that help them.
• Potentially huge and negative implications for governmental programs that require firm 

effort (e.g., apply for subsidies financing new technologies).



Summary

• Pro-environmental nudges no less effective than financial ones.

• Nudging may help to motivate SMEs to increase effort.

• Succesful nudging not enough. Infrastructure to facilitate behavior
change is important.

• Nudges are context dependent and different nudges may have
different effects.

Ø In general: More experiments needed to identify and isolate best
nudges.


